Rare Disease Drug Policy and Inheritance and Innovation of Traditional Chinese Medicine
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Abstract

Traditional Chinese medicine is an important component of the health care system in Chinese medical treatment and public health. Rare disease drugs in difficult miscellaneous diseases in traditional Chinese medicine have similar characteristics with the rare disease drugs (orphan drugs) in European and American countries, which both are characterized by individualized medical treatment. The two are different in the development thought. Treatment of difficult miscellaneous diseases in the traditional Chinese medicine is based on the theoretical system of drug incompatibility, whereas orphan drugs in European and American countries lay particular stress on the gene therapy in molecular biology. Adoption of positive incentive policy and excavating folk remedy in the traditional Chinese medicine will promote the market position of the traditional Chinese medicine in the field of international rare disease drugs.
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At present, quite a lot of countries and regions regard rare disease drugs as an important component of the system of medical care insurance to ensure that the patients and their family share the rights of public health and health care. Since rare diseases belong to minority diseases, and their target market is small and the clinical experiment costs are high, almost all large-size transnational medical corporations, such as, Sanofi Aventis, GlaxoSmithKline, Pfizer and so on, focus more on development of rare disease drugs ever than before. As a supplement therapy of modern medicine, the traditional Chinese medicine has an application history for several thousand years and is characterized by individualized medical treatment. Especially, treatment of difficult miscellaneous diseases in the traditional Chinese medicine has common characteristics with treatment of orphan diseases in Europe and America. Research and development of the traditional Chinese medicine by referring to the guidance policies in foreign orphan drugs is inheritance and innovation of the traditional Chinese medicine.

1. The Traditional Chinese Medicine Is an Important Component of the System of China Medical Treatment

1.1 The Traditional Chinese Medicine Is One of the Systems of China Basic Medical Treatment and Public Health

Modern medicine is founded on the basis of the theory and technology of modern natural science and enters, step by step, the level of molecular mechanism. Although large scale of infectious diseases have been brought successfully under control and new diagnosis and treatment techniques and drugs emerge in endlessly, chronic diseases, iatrogenic and drug induced diseases continuously present a rising tendency. Thus, the traditional diagnosis and treatment technique and precaution means of “returning to the nature” arouse gradually more and more attention from all over the world. In the world traditional Chinese medicine, the traditional Chinese medicine, without doubt, is the best one developed and has assumed quite a large proportion of heavy burden in medical treatment and public health.

The traditional Chinese medicine was termed as Chinese materia medica and crude drug before the Qing Dynasty, which referred to drugs applied under the guidance of the basic theory of the traditional Chinese medicine. “Since Chinese herbal medicine in the Chinese medicine occupies a large proportion, books are called
The traditional Chinese medicine is a precious treasury and treatment of difficult miscellaneous diseases in the 2.1 The Concept of Difficult Miscellaneous Diseases in the Traditional Chinese Medicine and Rare Disease Drugs

Related Concepts in the Traditional Chinese Medicine for Treatment of Difficult Miscellaneous Diseases

The traditional Chinese medicine is a precious treasury and treatment of difficult miscellaneous diseases in the 2.1 The Concept of Difficult Miscellaneous Diseases in the Traditional Chinese Medicine

The traditional Chinese medicine is a precious treasury and treatment of difficult miscellaneous diseases in the
Chinese medicine is a major subject in study on the traditional Chinese medicine science. Difficult miscellaneous disease has a lot of features and a variety of content. When the traditional Chinese medicine plays a more and more important role in the Chinese medical care insurance system, activities of research on difficult miscellaneous diseases, in recent years, have been active. This helps to facilitate development of scientific research of the traditional Chinese medicine in diagnosis and treatment of difficult miscellaneous diseases and enhance the medical care level of the vast majority of traditional Chinese medicine practitioners in diagnosis and treatment of difficult miscellaneous diseases.

Research on difficult miscellaneous diseases was earlier recorded in “The Inner Canon of Huangdi” in AD 475 during the Spring and Autumn and Warring States period (Lv, 1992, March). “Interrogation – Discussion on Strange Diseases” decided the symptoms of complicated condition of a disease, extensive scope of a disease, suspected symptoms, intermingled deficiency and excess and difficult to be cured as a difficult miscellaneous disease”. In the theoretical system of the traditional Chinese medicine, diagnosis and treatment of difficult miscellaneous diseases is based on certain subjective content. For example, in AD 219 during the Spring and Autumn and Warring States period, the traditional medical scientist Zhang Zhongjing made a detailed observation on typhoid fever and compiled “Treatise on Febrile and Miscellaneous Diseases”. In AD 610, Chao Yuanfang et al. worked out “General Treatise on the Cause and Symptoms of Diseases” and pioneered discussion of the traditional Chinese medicine on all kinds of difficult miscellaneous diseases in the clinical centers of internal medicine, department of surgery, gynecology, department of pediatrics and otorhinolaryngology. Difficult miscellaneous diseases are distinguished from critical diseases, strange diseases and modern diseases that are difficult to be cured. Difficult miscellaneous disease is a general concept and stubborn diseases are included in the scope of difficult miscellaneous diseases. Difficult miscellaneous diseases include “suspicious diseases”, “difficult diseases” and “miscellaneous diseases”. “Suspicious diseases” refer to the diseases that are in doubt (Xia, 1994, February), that is, diseases with ambiguous pathogeny, pathology and diagnosis and inefficient pharmacy; “difficult diseases” refer to those diseases which although are clear in terms of pathogeny, pathology and diagnosis, have no corresponding cure method or drug to use, as a result of which the effect is not perfect; by contrast, “miscellaneous diseases” include a lot of symptomatic diseases, either one kind of symptom, or a group of symptoms, which are deficient of explicit internal correlation, and which, thus, are neither able to be diagnosed in a systematic way nor able to be cured in a corresponding way. In the traditional Chinese medical theory which includes such treatment thoughts as specimen treatment, stasis treatment, sputum treatment, spleen and stomach treatment as well as kidney treatment, activating blood and dissolving stasis is one of the basic theories in curing difficult miscellaneous diseases. This was recorded in “Huangdi's Internal Classics”, namely, the so-called “blood-excess syndrome should be treated by removing therapy”.

2.2 Similarities and Differences between Difficult Miscellaneous Diseases and Rare Diseases

People’s knowledge in diseases starts from exceptional and minority cases to general cases, that is, from rare disease → infrequent disease → common disease → frequently encountered disease. There are quite a large part of difficult miscellaneous diseases in the clinic which, to a certain extent, fall within the scope of rare diseases. The concepts of rare disease and orphan drug (rare disease drug) are “imported goods”. The international society has no unified definition or definition standard on rare diseases. WHO defines rare disease as a single disease with a prevalence rate between 0.65‰-1‰. Since rare diseases have a minority number of patients, small market demand and high research and development costs, few pharmaceutical enterprises focus on the research and development of the drugs for treatment of these diseases. Therefore, these drugs are vividly called “orphan drugs”. The concept of the traditional Chinese medicine that cures difficult miscellaneous diseases is different from the concept of rare disease. The definition of rare disease makes classification based on the proportion of the treatment objects, whereas the difficult miscellaneous diseases make analysis from the theory and means of treatment, that is, diseases that can’t be cured with the conventional treatment theory and means.

Difficult miscellaneous disease in the traditional Chinese medicine is a title on the diseases are difficult to treat with the traditional Chinese medical theory of simplicity holism, whereas rare disease is due to the proportion of the number of patients in the entire population based on the molecular organism of reductionism. For instance, US “Orphan Drug Act” defines rare disease as diseases with a prevalence rate lower than 0.75‰, the European Union “Regulation (EC) No 141/2000 on Orphan Medicinal Products” defines rare disease as diseases with a prevalence rate lower than 0.5‰ in the 27 countries of EU, Japan “Orphan Drug Regulation” defines rare disease as diseases with a prevalence rate lower than 0.4‰ and Australia “Orphan Drug Program” defines rare disease as diseases with a prevalence rate lower than 0.1‰.

In brief, although difficult miscellaneous diseases and rare diseases are different in terms of concept and scope,
they have the common features of ambiguous disease pathogeny, unclear pathogenesis, lack of treatment means or ineffective drugs. Both of the two have single treatment projects and are characterized by individualized medical care. Difficult miscellaneous diseases in the traditional Chinese medicine use natural drugs and are lacking in diagnosis and treatment theory and effective methods. By contrast, although rare diseases have clear pathogeny mechanism, the enterprises are deficient of drug research and development motive as a result of low prevalence rate and low market efficiency.

3. Research and Development of Rare Disease Drugs in Traditional Chinese Medicine

3.1 Protection of Patent System to the Traditional Chinese Medicine

International Patent Classification (IPC) is a unique instrument that is compiled for classification of patent technology based on “International Patent classification Agreement/Strasbourg agreement” signed in 1971. There is no classification number of Chinese medicine theory in IPC. The original classification number of the material basis for efficacy in application for invention patent of the traditional Chinese medicine is determined by the origin of the raw materials of Chinese medicine. This sort of patent classification method is difficult to carry out effective protection to development of the traditional Chinese medicine.

The diagnosis and treatment method of the traditional drugs for difficult miscellaneous diseases or intellectual property protection of compatibility of Chinese herbal medicine is different from chemical drugs. The molecular structure of chemical drugs or the synthetic method is easy to identify and is relatively easy to get protection in pursuant to the patent law. By contrast, the traditional Chinese medicine depends more on the compatibility idea of the traditional Chinese medicine and on more diagnosis and treatment practice experiences and it is difficult to carry out rational protection to the compatibility idea and treatment experience in pursuant to the patent law. Therefore, the development thought of rare disease drugs in the traditional Chinese medicine is different from the development thought of orphan drugs in Europe and America. Drugs for treatment of difficult miscellaneous diseases in the traditional Chinese medicine are based on the theoretical system of compatibility, while orphan drugs in Europe and America lay particular stress on the gene treatment of molecular biology. On the condition of effectively protecting the intellectual property rights of the traditional Chinese medicine, bringing rare disease drugs in the traditional Chinese medicine into the category of medical care insurance drugs will more reflect the health service tenet of the national medical care insurance system.

3.2 Adoption of Incentive Policy to Promote Development of the Traditional Chinese Medicine

Since orphan drugs in Europe and America have a small target market and occupy a monopoly position, the government makes independent pricing to encourage innovation behavior of enterprises, and the price is generally high. And the government takes such administrative measures as innovation research and development incentive policy, production preferential tax policy and market guarantee policy related with orphan drugs to ensure accessibility of orphan drugs and guarantee maximization of social public health and welfare (Zeng Zhi, Yang Rui & Linghu Changli, 2009). In contrast, rare disease drugs in the traditional Chinese medicine come from natural flora and fauna and the production costs of drugs are easy to take under control, which seems especially important for the governmental incentive policy at a research and development stage. It is quite necessary for the government to take sentinel procurement policy, government capital investment, preferential tax guiding policy to improve enthusiasm of research, development and production of drugs for difficult miscellaneous diseases in the traditional Chinese medicine.

How rare disease drugs in the traditional Chinese medicine are priced will affect efficiency and effect of development of the traditional Chinese medicine. Bringing drugs for difficult miscellaneous diseases and rare diseases in the traditional Chinese medicine into the medical care insurance system of the country or a region, on one hand, enhances accessibility of rare disease drugs in the traditional Chinese medicine, and, on the other hand, stimulates the innovative motive of traditional Chinese medicine enterprises. The government realizes national and regional medical care insurance coverage ratio to enhance the overall level of the national medical care insurance by means of constructing a price negotiation mechanism of rare disease drugs of the traditional Chinese medicine, which includes either government capital investment at an early stage or sentinel procurement at a later stage.

3.3 Positively Excavating Chinese Domestic Folk Remedy and Folk Prescription

The chemical synthesis that is totally based on cell-animal-clinic and medical development mode based on gene treatment have too high costs and the efficiency is low. The development thought of orphan drugs in Europe and America are more based on the molecular biological treatment with a thinking mode of reductionism, namely, gene treatment. As rare diseases belong to minority diseases and their target market is small and the clinical
experiment costs are high, research and production enterprises of rare disease drugs are lacking in enthusiasm. Besides, the government gives a market monopoly period, which leads to expensive price of rare disease drugs. In the situation when the medical care insurance system is not yet able to cover the orphan drugs, the orphan drugs in Europe and America based on molecular mechanism are unable to satisfy the health demand of the vast majority of patients. Treatment of difficult miscellaneous adopts Chinese medicine, acupuncture or other substitution therapy. The traditional Chinese medicine usually comes from natural drugs and the production and treatment costs are far lower than investment of rare diseases at an early stage. Folk remedy (also called folk prescription, traditional cure or secret recipe) is an effective prescription which is popular in the folk and which is used to prevent and treat diseases. It is a crystallization of folk medical experience and has the features of simple, convenient, cheap and experienced (Xu et al., 2009). It comes directly from the practical experience in treating diseases in the folk. Ge Hong in the Eastern Jin Dynasty collected simple, convenient, cheap and experienced home remedy and proved recipe in the folk and compiled “Prescription of Curing the Dead from Posterior Elbow” and “Taiping Prescription of Holy Benevolence” which collected 16834 prescriptions as well as “General Collection for Holy Relief” which collected more than 2000 prescriptions (Zhang & Lu, 2001). “Prescriptions for Universal Relief” in the Ming Dynasty is the largest medical formulary in the ancient China (Chen, 2000), in which a lot of prescriptions originated from the folk. Therefore, exploring proved recipe in treatment of difficult miscellaneous diseases in the traditional Chinese medicine will effectively promote the important role of the traditional Chinese medicine in the international medicine market of rare diseases treatment.

4. Concluding Remarks

The traditional Chinese medicine that has an application history of several thousand years is an important component of the medical treatment and health care system in China. Similar to the rare disease and orphan drugs in countries and regions in Europe, America and Japan, rare disease drugs in treatment of difficult miscellaneous diseases in the traditional Chinese medicine are different in terms of drug development and production and focus more on excavation of the theoretical system of drug incompatibility. The traditional Chinese medicine has the clinical application characteristics of “simple, convenient and cheap” and its development and utilization of rare disease drugs in treatment of difficult miscellaneous diseases will enhance the position of the traditional Chinese medicine in the medical market of international rare diseases and orphan drugs.
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